
horses can accumulate 
signifi cant amounts of fl uid 
in their lower airways when 
feeding at chest height.  
This can affect airway 
function and effi ciency of 
oxygen uptake, reducing 
athletic performance.  
Feeding at ground level 
facilitates nasal and lower 
airway drainage to help 
clean the airways naturally 
as a horse feeds - 
a real advantage in racing 
and equestrian horses.”

FEED BINS

Dr John Kohnke BVSc RDA Veterinarian and Nutrition Consultant

that...that...that...“Studies have  shown

Improves Horse HealthImproves Horse HealthImproves Horse HealthImproves Horse Health
Made for ground level ‘head down’ feeding of all horses, 
mimicking the grazing position, these bins help increase 
chewing time before swallowing.This reduces feed particle 
size for improved digestion, increases salivation to reduce 
risk of stomach ulcers and drains the airways as horses feed. 

HORSE SAFE & ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND RECYCLED PRODUCT
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The soft rubber side walls 
of recycled car tyres are 
pliable and have no sharp 
edges. Ideal for feeding 
foals and young horses and 
those horses that are prone 
to injury, even in stables.  
All Capricorn bins have 
rubber-matted bottoms.

SafeSafeDurableDurableDurableDurable
The soft rubber side walls 

SafeSafe
There are few materials 
that are as durable 
as recycled rubber 
tyres - they’re almost 
indestructible, even by 
horses!  The material 
used for the bases is also 
recycled, from heavy-duty 
industrial rubber belting.
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Large Sized Bin is ideal for mares, 
stallions and racehorses, big eaters and 
feeding hay.  Small Sized Bin ideal for  
foals, weanlings, ponies and miniatures.

Good for stables and outside yards. 
Reduces the risk of feed contamination 
with stable bedding and the feed bins 
being shifted or turned over.

Ideal for feeding hay and for big eaters.  
Its inherent stability makes it virtually 
impossible to turn over or roll away due 
to a horse being playful.

Lou Verwey  Ph: 02 4573 6260  Fax: 02 4573 6669  Mob: 0438 736 260

Capricorn has developed an innovative method to turn tyres inside out without damaging the 
naturally rounded edges. They have preferred tyre suppliers who supply only quality used 
tyres. All bins have rubber bottoms, with no sharp metal that can rust, bend or injure horses.
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Advantages at a Glance
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Raised BinSingle Bin Square Base

Raised bin shown here without stable bedding for clarity
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